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Charge It and Forget It
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Introducing a motor free of disposable batteries and unsightly cords. It needs
charging roughly once a year. It’s powerful enough to lift shades large and small,
and yet is so low-profile and whisper-quiet, you might forget it’s even there. Powered
by innovative Somfy RTS technology, the Graber Rechargeable Motor is here.
And it's the must-have motor customers have been waiting for.
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Graber Rechargeable Motor
This is the new Graber Rechargeable Motor—the first of many inspired motorization solutions
launching this year. Packed with install-it-and-forget-it convenience that practically sells itself,
the Graber Rechargeable Motor includes convenient features that will transform motorization
from a nice-to-have into a must-have.
• True behind-the-scenes performer—
Battery is tucked away inside a streamlined
housing unit for a clean, modern profile
• Install-it-and-forget-it convenience
equals easy sales—No hassles, no
maintenance, no disposable batteries
• Only charge once a year—Charge in

• Easy turnkey installation for dealers
and technicians
• Designed to lift shades large and
small—Powerful 12-volt motor with 1.1 Nm
of torque
• Choose from multiple remotes—
All Somfy remotes, including

place, right on the valance. Battery will

Graber single-channel remote,

charge from 0–100% in about four hours.

Graber five-channel remote, and

• “Alexa, close my shades!”—Control
shades with Amazon Alexa, Google Home,
and many other home automation systems,
thanks to Somfy RTS MyLink and IFTTT
compatibility

Graber multi-channel remote
• Graber Shade compatibility—Solar and
roller shades
• Minimum shade width requirement—
25.5" or greater

• Whisper-quiet operation—An ideal
motorization solution for bedrooms,
nurseries, and home theaters

For more details on the new Graber Rechargeable Motor, including
helpful webinars and product videos, please visit graberdirect.com.
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